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ABSTRACT 

Limitations placed on wire chambers by radiation dam
age and rate requirements in the SSC environment arc 
reviewed. Possible conceptual designs for wire chamber 
tracking systems which meet these requirements are dis
cussed. Computer simulation studies of tracking in such 
systems are presented. Simulations of events from inter
esting physics at the SSC, including hits from minimum 
bias background events, are examined. Results of some 
preliminary pattern recognition studies are given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The primary motivation for the SSC is the expectation 
that it will lead to new discoveries, such as Higgs bosons, 
supeisymmetric particles, heavy W's or Z's, new heavy 
fermions, or composite particles with muses in the TeV 
region. Such particles would be produced in the central ra
pidity region, that is, over ± 3 units of rapidity, and would 
decay to high-pr electrons, muons, or jets, often with large 
missing transverse energy (&r) due to undetectable neutri
nos. In order to fully investigate the physics opportunities 
in this regime, a general-purpose detector which includes 
charged particle tracking is needed. Some of the most im
portant functions of charged particle tracking include: 

1. Identification of electrons. 

2. Separation of multiple interactions within the same 
bunch crossing. 

3. Matching electrons, muons, and jets to the correct 
vertex. 

4. Electron charge sign determination. 
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5. Improving e/ir separation. 

6. Identification of secondary vertices. 

7. Identification of T leptons. 

8. Invariant mass or momentum cuts. 

9. Improving the missing ET measurement and verify
ing calorimeter data. 

10. Establishing the credibility of new p' ysics and pro
viding redundancy. 

Many of these functions require momentum measurement 
in a magnetic field. 

Tracking at Lhe SSC at the full design luminosity of 
10 3 3 c m " ! r ' is expected to be a difficult problem. The 
limitations imposed by rates and radiation damage are sp 
vere. However, the dominant constraint is the combina
tion of occupancy and double-hit resolution. Single events 
from new physics at the SSC have many (several hundred) 
charged particle tracks and are further complicated by 
curling tracks in a magnetic field, photon conversions, hits 
from events from out-of-time bunch crossings, and multiple 
interactions within the same bunch crossing. These prob
lems can probably be solved, but at the cost of mechanical 
complexity and many signal channels." It has not been 
established how well one can find tracks in complex SSC 
events. We report here on a computer simulation study 
which addresses these problems. 

2. W I R E CHAMBER REQUIREMENTS 

2.1 The SSC Environment 

The design luminosity, C, of the SSC is 10 3 3 cm"" V 
with an energy of 40 TeV in the center of mass. The in
elastic cross section, <r, at 40 TeV is expected to be about 
100 mb, which gives 10' interactions per second at the de
sign luminosity. The bunch separation is 4.8 m, so the time 
between bunch crossings, ig. is 16 ns, which leads In an 
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average number of interaction! per bunch crossing' "J. of 
1.6 at the design luminosity. Most of these interactions are 
minimum bias events or low-pj- hard scattering processes 
in which particle production is expected to be uniform in 
rapidity with an average charged particle multiplicity per 
unit of rapidity, n c , of 7.5 over the rapidity range |n| < 6,J> 
Figure 1 (from Ref. 2) shows the resulting charged parti
cle Eux and annual dose as a function of perpendicular 
distance from the beam for standard SSC operating con
ditions. 

2.2 Rates and Radiation Damage 

Radiation damage and rate limitations impose severe 
constraints on charged particle tracking detectors at the 
SSC, as described in several references.1'1' These constraints 
are summarized here since they are necessary considera 
lions for the design of any SSC tracking system. 
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layer of wires of length L at radius r is given by 

ncwhtrCGea L 
I = 7T (2) 

where t is the electron charge. A layer of 4 mm wide cells 
at a radius of SO on covering |n| < 1.5 ( i = 213 cm) will 
draw 0,52 uA/wire. The limit of acceptable current draw 
before breakdown will occur is about 1 ^A/wire. 

Wire chamber lifetimes are measured in deposited 
charge per unit length of wire before a decrease in gain 
occurs. The decrease in gain is due to the buildup of ma
terial on the wires. For the above example of a 4 mm cell 
at 50 cm radius covering |n| < 1.5, the collected charge 
over a chamber lifetime of five years (5 x 10T s) would he 
0.\'2 C/cro. Chamber lifetimes of 1.0 C/cm have been mea
sured under very clean laboratory conditions." For the 
purposes of a realistic experiment, it is probably best to 
assume a chamber lifetime about an order of magnitude 
below this. 

Changes in gain for wire chambers have been observed 
at the level of 105 particles/cm-s at a gas gain of ~ •! x 10s 

due to space charge buildup.5' The particle flux is given 
by Eq. (1). For the above example of 4 mm wide cells at a 
radius of 50 cm. the flux would be 1.9 x 104 parlicles/cm-s 
at 0 = 90° where the (lux is maximum. Since the gas gam 
must be much smaller than 4 x 105 brcause of current draw 
and lifetime considerations, space charge should not he an 
important limitation. 

The hit rale per wire, R, for SSC central I racking 
chambers is quite large and is given by 

a t cr £ ir 
R = (3) 

Fig. I. The charged particle flux and annual dose as a 
function of perpendicular distance from the 6cam under 
standard SSC operating conditions (from Re]. S). 

A tracking system for the SSC is assumed to be made 
up of wires running (nearly) parallel to the beam line. The 
width, ui, of the cell is assumed to be equal to the height, 
A, and the drift distance, d, is half the cell width. The 
ionization rate, a, in the gas is assumed to be 100 elec
trons/cm, The gas gain, G, is assumed to be 2 x 10*. 

The flux of particles per unit length (/) of wire in a 
cell at radius r is given by 

dldt 
n c ui a C sin B 

2 » r 2 (1) 

where 9 is the angle relative to the beam direction. The 
ionization produced by a charged particle at angle 9 is 
ha/sin 0, so the ionization per unit length of wire is in
dependent of 0. Thus the current draw per wire, /, for a 

for chambers covering |t)| < r( m u I . Thus a 4 mm cell at 
50 cm radius covering |ij| < 1.5 would have a hit rale per 
wire of 2.9 Mhz. Existing electronics ran probably handle 
rates of ~ 10 Mhz. 

A very serious limitation for tracking systems at the 
SSC is occupancy. Since the time between bunch crossings 
at the SSC is shorter than the resolving time of a typical 
drift chamber cell, the cell is sensitive to several hunch 
crossings. The occupancy, 0, is given by 

_ 2nrVmai";''flrf , ( , 
jrr 

where tin is the number of bunch crossings during the re 
solving time of the cell, n/j is given hv 

«(S)r*-S-(£Wii)] •"' nB = 1 + i 

where (R is the resolving time of the cell, <f/i'j). for drift 
velocity t'p. and int (x) is the largest integer < x. Arm 
ally, nB is very close to htlhl = <t/{vptii). A -1 nun 



wide cell (2 mm drift) has a resolving time of 40 ns for 
a typical drift velocity of 50 pm/ns and is therefore sen
sitive to 2.S bunch crossings. A layer of such cells at a 
radius of 50 cm and covering a rapidity range |n| < 1.5 
would have an occupancy of 12% per cell. It is guessed 
that an occupancy of ~ 10% is reasonable, but a realis
tic answer depends on the effects on pattern recognition 
and track finding, which are discussed in more detail in 
Section 3. Occupancy limits the cell width at any radius 
in a tracking system since, even at larger radius, as one 
increases the cell width the cell becomes sensitive to more 
bunch crossings. Since the occupancy increases qnadrali-
cally with d and decreases linearly with r, the maximum 
cell size can increase only as the square root of the radius. 
A faster gas,'1 such as mixtures of CF< with a saturated 
drift velocity of 125 fim/ns, would improve the situation 
considerably by giving lower occupancy for a given cell 
width. 

One should keep in mind that these rates are based 
only on particles produced in an in* -""-tier, and must be 
increased by a factor of 2-4 because of c .̂-!ing tracks in 
a magnetic field, converted photons, and albedo particles 
leaking out of the front face of the calorimeter. These lim
itations seriously affect the design of any SSC tracking de
vice, regardless of pattern recognition considerations. For 
example, if one finds that an occupancy of 30% is reason
able for track finding, one cannot increase the cell width 
or move to a smaller radius without carefully considering 
the effects on current draw and chamber lifetime. 

2.3 Tracking System Considerations 

A large solenoid detector based on more>or-less "con
ventional" technology was discussed at the 1987 Berkeley 
Workshop. ' An examination of the requirements for mo
mentum resolution based on the physics led to the criterion 
that the sign of the charge for electrons should be mea
sured for pr < 0.5-1.0 TeV/c. The momentum resolution 
is given by"' 

*Pr _ / 720 ( "' \ (6) 

where pr is the transverse momentum of the particle in 
GeV/c, q is the charge in units of the electron charge, oz 

is the spatial resolution in m, B is the magnetic field in 
Tesla, D is the track length in m, and N is the number of 
measurements, assumed to be equally Bpaced. The outer 
radius for tracking was restricted to 1.6 m in order to place 
all of the calorimetry inside the magnet coil. The inner ra
dius is constrained by the rate considerations discussed in 
the previous Section to 40-50 cm. A spatial resolution of 
150 pm was assumed. The magnet was a large supercon
ducting solenoid with 2 Tesla field. With ~ 100 measure
ments the momentum resolution which can be obtained 

with such a system is 0.54pr (TeV/c) using only wires at 
radii larger than 50 cm. If the particles are constrained lo 
come from the interaction region, the momentum resolu 
tion would improve to 0.26pr. 

The tracking detector design for the Large Solenoid 
Detector was divided into central tracking (|r) £ 12) and 
intermediate tracking (1.2 j£ |n| < 2.5). The central track 
ing chambers were assumed to have an inner radius of 
40 cm, but only tbe layers at radii greater than 50 cm 
were expected to be operable at the full design luminosity 
For the reasons discussed in the previous Section, the cell 
widths are constrained to a few mm. Straw tube chain 
bers are a natural candidaLe for a small cell design. Con 
struction possibilities for a central tracking system made 
of straw tubes are discussed in Rets. 1 and 9. A iraii.il 
tracking system based on jet cells, such as shown in Fig '-'. 
might also be considered. However, Bince the jet cell would 
be only a few mm wide and would be tilted so that the elec
tron drift trajectories in the 2 Tesla magnetic field wuuld 
be perpendicular to the sense wire planes, the advantages 
of a jet cell, e.g., uniform drift electric field over must of 
the cell and long track segments in one cell, arc lost. In 
addition, there would be large forces on the endplates due 
to the tension of the large number of field wires. Also, as 
in any open wire geometry, it would be difficult to devise 
a mechanism to support the long sense wires in order to 
maintain electrostatic stability. 

• Field Wire 

x Sense Wire 

ID-S6 55U4M 

Fig. 5. Narrow tilted jet cell with mrfini react-

The central tracking system for the Large Solenoid I )•• 
lector was assumed lo be built of straw tubes of radii from 
2 to 3.5 mm parallel or nearly parallel to the beam dire. 
tion. The straws are made of aluminized polyester film 
(Mylar) or polycarbonate (Lexan) with wall thickness.-; nf 
about 30 /irn. The straws were assumed to be at atnm 
spheric pressure. Eight layers of straws arc glued togci her 
to form superlayers. Within each superlayer the layers .in-
staggered by half the cell width in order to allow Nils from 
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in Table I. 1 0 ' In order to provide momentum measurement 
for 1.2 & |n| < 2.5, the Large Solenoid Detector included 
tracking in the intermediate region to take over where the 
central tracking ends. The intermediate tracking extends 
to ± 4 m along the beam line. Charged particles can be 
detected up to |n| < 3.0. The intermediate tracking con
sists of several super-chambers, each with position measure
ments at several closely-spaced t values. Two options were 
considered: planes of parallel wires and radial chambers. 
Both options use cathode pads to read out the coordinate 
along the wires, The options for intermediate tracking 
have not yet been worked out in as much detail as the 
central tracking. Both require large numbers of readout 
channels. 

The central and intermediate tracking systems for the 
Large Solenoid Detector are shown in Fig. 4. The enl in-
Large Solenoid Detector is shown in Fig. 5. The momen
tum resolution for the Large Solenoid Detector as a func
tion of polar angle and rapidity is shown in Fig. 6. 

3. T R A C K I N G SIMULATION 
3.1 Simulation of a Central Tracking System 
for the SSC 

The SSC central tracking system design used for this 
simulation was based on that in the Large Solenoid 
Detector1', described ill Section 2.3, although it is quite 
general and can be used for any system of cylindrically-
orientcd sensing elements. The central tracking system 
extended radially from SO cm to ICO cm and covered |rj| < 
1.2-1.5. The cylindrical layers of wires parallel to 
the beam direction were grouped into superlayers with 
eight layers each. Within each supcrlayer the layers were 
staggered by half the cell width, as shown in Fig. 3. 
All parameters of the detector, such as number of 
suporlayers, number of layers in each superlayer, mini
mum and maximum radius for each superlayer, length 

1 1 1 1 H 

Microvertcx Intermediate Tracking 

Fij. 4. Schematic mew of central and intermedial IrecJrcnj systtms in tin Carijf Solenoid 
Detector (from Ref. 7). 

out-of-time bunch crossings to be rejected and resolve left-
right ambiguities, as illustrated in Fig. 3. By dividing the 
chamber into cight-straw-thjek superlayers locally identi
fiable track segments can be obtained with a high level of 
redundancy. Every other superlayer is small-angle stereo 
(~ 3°) in order to measure the coordinate along the wire. 

x Sera* WW 

In Tkm Out ol Tims 
11.IT u m r 

Fig S. Layers of straw tubes in a superlayer with every 
other layer staggered by the straw tube radius. A single 
in-time track will appear as a series of hits on the wires 
on alternate sides of the track. The left-right ambiguity 
is easily resolved locally. A track from an out-of-time 
bunch crossing will produce hits which are displaced from 
possible tracks by at least IS ns til drift time. 

Azimuthal cathode pad or strip readout, included on 
the outer surfaces of the superlayers, is needed for bunch 
assignment since the propagation time along the wires is 
16 ns for the longer outer layers. Azimuthal cathode pads 
or strips will also be useful in reducing stereo ambiguities. 
There are 15 superlayers in all for a total of 120 measure
ments. The total number of cells is 122,368. The total 
number of radiation lengths is 8% for a particle traversing 
the central tracking chambers at 90". The Large Solenoid 
Detector centra] tracking system geometry is summarized 
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of each superlayer, and azimuthal spacing between sense 
wires can be specified independently. The parameters of 
the central tracking system used in this simulation are as 
shown in Table I, except that we included only the . mter 
13 superlayers. The design is based on a pattern recogni 
tion strategy of finding track segments in superlayers and 
then linking the segments to form tracks. Track segments 
in outer superlayers could be used in the trigger. Wc used 
a solenoidal magnetic field of 2 Tesla. The spatial resolu
tion was taken to be ISO /4m. So far, we have simulated 
only axial wires, that is. wires parallel to the cylinder axis. 

Table 1. Summary of Large Solenoid Detector 
Central Tracking System (from Ref. 7) 

w * Module 
Thicknew 

(cm) 

m Straw 
Diameter 

(mm) 

Rapidity 
Range 

Cell 
Occupancy 

1 40 2.7 8S.2 3.92 1.50 12 1 
1 48 2.7 85.2 3.92 134 S.l 
3 56 2.7 119.0 3.92 1.50 8.8 
4 64 2.7 119.0 3.92 1.3B 7.0 
5 72 4.1 119.0 5 80 1.2B 13.0 
6 80 4.2 170.0 6.04 1.50 14.5 
7 88 4.2 170.0 6.17 1.41 12.9 
8 96 4.3 170.0 6.2B 1.34 11.6 
9 104 4 4 170.0 6 38 1.27 10.5 
10 112 4 5 238.5 6.47 1.50 11.9 
11 120 4.5 238.5 6.55 1.44 10.9 
12 128 4.6 238.5 6.61 1.38 10.0 
13 136 4.6 238.5 6.68 1.33 9.3 
14 144 4.6 238.5 6 73 I.2B 8 5 
15 152 4.7 238.5 6.7B 123 7.9 
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We used ISAJKT'" to generate event s from interesting 
physics processes, such as high pj two jet events or lliggs 
Inwon production, and from inelastic scattering back
ground, for which we usrd iiiiiiiiniiin bias events. We used 
the (iKANT.11^ general-purpose detector simulation pack 
age to simulate the interactions of the particles with the 
detiH-tor. One of the reasons for using CIEANT3 was the 
linpe that 1 his tracking simulation software could he used 
with other (il'.ANT-bascd subroutines to simulate SSC dc 
tcriors. lu fact, we have already realized some of the ail 
vantages of using a general-purpose detector simulation 
package in that we were able to use the GEANT3 environ 
inent, especially the graphics interface, set up by the SLl) 
Collaboration on the SLAP IBM 30S1 for their detector 
simulation. 

l-sing (IKANT, the particles interact in the ci% of a ra 
diation length of material due to straw lube walls, wires. 
and gas 7' (the material was assumed to be distributed iiui 
fonnly throughout the tracking volume), including pho 
ton conversion and multiple Coulomb scattering. Charged 
particles are bent in the 2 T magnetic field. Every time 
a charged particle crossed a layer boundary, a hit was 
produced representing the distance of closest approach lu 
the nearest sense wire. Only the radial volumes wen-
specified in CiEANT, not the azimuthally-spaced straw 
tubes, in order to save computer lime. The drift distances 
were smeared according to a Gaussian distribution with 
width equal to the spatial resolution. The drift distances 
were then converted to drift times using a drift velocity of 
50 um/ns, Digitizations were then produced representing 
a drift time and wire number for each track in each layer 
IF a track did not reach a layer because of bending in the 
magnetic field or leaving the tracking volume, no hit or dig 
itization was produced. We included the background from 
inelastic scatterings in the same and out-of-time bunch 
crossings by superimposing the digitizations from mini 



mum bias events. We included the number of bunch cross
ings indicated by the resolving time of the straw tube cell. 
At each bunch crossing the number of events to be in
cluded WHS determined from a Poisson distribution with a 
mean of 1.6 interactions per bunch crossing. Drift times 
from background events were then Increased or decreased 
by the time difference between the bunch crossing of the 
background event and the bunch crossing of the event of 
interest. The double-hit resolution was equal to the cell 
width, that is, only one hit was allowed per wire. We 
discarded all but the earliest hit with positive time. In ad
dition, we removed digitizations in tbe tails of those from 
previous bunch crossings, that is, we assumed that a wire 
was dead for a time equivalent to the cell width, The sim
ulation program is described in more detail in Ref. 13. 

3.2 Results of the Simulation 

We used the simulation described above to study track
ing in 5SC events. The first type of events we examined 
were high-ji/' [pr > 1 TeV/c) two-jet events. Figure 7(a) 
shows such an event in the detector described in Section 2.3 
with a 2 Tesla magnetic field. Figure 7(b) shows an en
largement of the same event in the outer two superlayers 
in the area of the dense jet. Figure 7(c) shows the earliest 
hits in the cells for the tracks shown in Fig. 7(b). When 
two tracks are close together, they produce hits only in 
every other layer because the cells in every other layer arc 
staggered azimuthally so that one track passes closest to 
the sense wires in every other layer and the other track 
is closest in the alternate layers. Figures 7 and 8 do not 
show hits from background events or converted photons 

Some detector studies in the past have focused on non
magnetic detectors.1** Figure 8(a) shows the same event as 
in Fig. 7(a) with no magnetic field. Figure 8(b) shows the 
tracks and earliest hits in the cells in an enlarged region 
in the area of the dense jet in the outer two superlayers. 
as in Figs. 7(b) and (c). 

Although we have not quantified these observations 
with high-statistics studies, we note: 

1. Although these events have very dense jets which 
seem at first to be impossible to resolve, when viewed 
on the scale of the wire spacings most of the hits 
appear to lie on identifiable tracks with a 2 Tesla 
magnetic field, particularly in the outer superlayers. 

2. Eight layers in a superlayer is probably close to the 
optimum number because two tracks which are as 
close as the wire spacings produce hits only on ev
ery other layer because of the staggering. Some of 
these hits may be lost due to nearby curling tracks 
or background hits. Three tracks within the wire 
spacing distance would not be resolvable. 

Fig. 7. fa) Two-jet event /rem ISAMi'T villi pj > I 
TeV/c in a S Tesla magnetic field in a dileetor of tin 
geometry of the Large Solenoid Detector. There an JL'J 
particles with prr > £00 Mt V/e and |n| < 1.5. Conrertid 
phntans and background from minimum bias irrn/.s un 
not shown, (b) Enlargement of the event in tin outer two 
superlayert in the area of the dinsi jet at tin top of tin 
detector, (c) Earliest hit in each cell for the trarh slioini 
in (b). 

3. Although a 2 Tesla magnetic field produces curling 
tracks which obscure the high-pr tracks to some ex 
tent, particularly in the inner supcrlayers, the dFi'd 
in the outer superlaycrs is to spread out the track? 
and. of course, remove the low-pr tracks from con
sideration. 
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Fig. 9. Eiample of a lliggs event in tht simulaltd central 
trucking systrm. The Itptons front the Higgs decay art 
indicated by the heavier lines. Converted photons and 
oilier interactions with the material orr included. 

Fig. X. (a) Same event as in Fig. 7(a) with no magnetic 
field, (b) Tracks and earliest hits in the cells in an fn-
larged region in the outer two superlaycrs in the area of 
the dense jet. Converted photons and background from 
minimum bias events are not shown. 

We next turned our attention to events from Higgs 
boson production, pp —• ff.Y, with the Higgs decaying 
to Z"ZB and both Za's decaying to e+e~ or \i*u~. We 
used a Higgs mass of 400 GeV/c 2 . Such events allowed 
us to focus on the measurement of the high-p^ particles 
from the Higgs decay. Any large solid angle SSC detector 
must he able to measure such events. Also, these event* 
are not as trivial to deal with as might have been naively 
guessed. There are many tracks from the underlying event 
and from the particles recoiling against the Higgs boson, 
even before adding the hits from background interactions. 
For these events we used the full simulation as described 
in the previous Section. We generated ~ 200 events. An 
example nf a Higgs event in the simulated central tracking 
system is shown in Fig. 9. The leptons from the Higgs 
decay are indicated by the heavier lines. 

The pr distribution for all tracks in the Higgs events 
is shown in Fig. 10(a). Figure 10(b) shows the px dis
tribution for leptons only. Nearly all of the tracks with 
pr > SO GeV/c are the leptons from the Higgs decay. The 
fully-simulated events, including adding digitizations from 
minimum bias background events and removing digitiza
tions within the double-hit resolution, had 12,000-25,000 
digitizations, as shown in Fig. 11(a). The fraction of dig

itizations from the minimum bias background events is 
shown in Fig. 11(b). On the average 57% ol ihr digiti
zations were due to background events. The Fraction of 
digitizations lost for all tracks in the Higgs events as a 
function of supcrlayer is shown in Fig. 12(a). On the a\ 
erage "- 12% of the digitizations were IDS! hrcausr of the 
double-hit resolution, and the loss was about the same in 
all supcrlayers. The frartion of digitizations lost fur the 
leptons from the Higgs decay is shown in Fig. 12(l>) An 
average of 7.39c of the digitizations were lost fur the lep 
tons from the Higgs decay with the worst losses lieinp in 
the superlaycrs at 70-90 cm radius, presumably l>e< ause 
of curling tracks. 

3.3 Pattern Recognition 

We began working on pattern recognition algorithm* 
ill order to examine our original design goals of finding 
track segments in supcrlayers and removing hits from mil 
of-time bunch crossings. We also wanted to make the alftn 
lithm simple with the hope of using it in the trigger The 
algorithm for finding track segments was the following 

1. In each superlayer we identified "roads" containing 
hits. There are two parameters which ran be varied: 
the width of the road and the number of hits required 
on the road. We used a width of 5 wires (22 mrad in 
the outer superlayer) and required 3 or more hits out 
of 8 possible. For isolated tracks one could require 
more hits; however, if two tracks are close together, 
as in Fig. 7, they will produce hits only on alternate 
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Fig. II. (a) Total number of digitisations in Higgs events, 
including digitizations from minimum bias background 
events, (b) Fraction of digitizations from the minimum 
bias background events. The mean is 0.573 ± 0.011. 
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leptons from the Higgs decay as a function of svprrlagir. 
The mean is (7.S3 ± 0.61)%. 

layers and if one is lost due to the double-hit resolu
tion there will be only 3 hits. The road requirement 
discriminates against low-pr tracks. 

2. We required that at least one of the hits be in a 
layer with the opposite wire stagger from the others 
so that the left-right ambiguities couH be resolved 
and hits from out-of-time bunch crossings rejected. 

3. We required that the hits be consistent with a straight 
line to within an error and in the process resolved the 
left-right ambiguities. Of course, the tracks approx 
innate straight lines only locally within the super-
layer, and the spatial resolution must also be taken 
into account. 

Figure 13(a) shows all of the digitizations15' for the 
event shown in Fig. 9, including those from minimum bi.is 
background events. Figure 13(b) shows only those digitiza
tions which are included in segments. Keeping only those 
digitizations which form segments cleans up the event!« 
considerably. Figure 13(c) shows the tracks from the origi 
nal event in the outer five superlayers in the region around 
the muon at the lower right. Figure 13(d) shows all of the 
digitizations in the event in the enlarged region (the dig
itizations are displayed at the locations of the hit wires). 
Finally, Fig. 13(e) shows only those digitizations which 
form track segments; here, the left-right ambiguities have 
been resolved, the drift timea have been converted to dis
tances, and the digitizations are displayed at the positions 
of closest approach of thr tracks to the wires. One can 



Fig. IS. (a) All of the digitisations for the Htggs event shown in Fig. 9. including those from 
minimum bias background events, (b) Digitizations for this event which are included in track 
segments, as defined in the text, (c) Tracks from the original event in an enlarged region 
in tht outer five superlayers in the region around the muon at tht lower right, (d) All of 
the digitizations in the event in the enlarged region of (ej (the digitizations are displayed at 
the locations of the hit wiret). (e) Only those digitizations which form track segments in the 
enlarged region. Here, the left-right ambiguities have been resolved, the drift i imu nam teen 
converted to distances, and !ht digitizations are displayed at tht positions of closest approach 
of the tracks to the wires. 

Depending on the effects on the physics analyses, we 
might envision making this requirement at the processor clearly identify the muon track, and most of the extra hits 
level, reading out only the hits that form track segments. have been removed. 
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Next, we applied our segment-finding algorithm to the 
e and /* tracks from Higgs hoson decays. We defined two 
classes of segments: a "good" segment was one with at 
least five hits from a lepton track and no other hits, and 
an "OK" segment was one with at least five bits from the 
tepton track and one hit from another track. The effects 
of hits from other tracks remain to be studied; however, 
since all of the hits were consistent with a straight tine we 
wouV expect the segment with one hit from another track 
to gi /e nearly the tame fitted straight line segment as it 
would without the hit. Besides, in reality, we will not know 
which hits are from which tracks. We will compare mea
sured momenta with produced momenta iu future studies. 
With these definitions, we counted the number of segmentu 
found for each lepton track. As an example, Table II gives 
the number of segments found for each of the four lepton 
tracks in the event shown in Figs. 9 and 13. The maximum 
number of segme.''s is 13, the number of superlayers. As 
we shall see, this ev< .it is rather typical. 

Table II. Segments Found for Four Lepton Tracks 
ill Sample Event 

e or 
H Track 

Gone! 
Segments 

Total (Good or OK) 
Segments 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
S 
5 
9 

9 
11 
8 
11 

The distribul ion of the number of good segments for 
the e's and /i's in the Higgs events is shown in Fig. 14(a). 
The corresponding distribution of total (good or OK) seg
ments is shown in Fig. 14(b). We see that the lepton 
tracks from Higgs decay have an average of about 8 good 
segments and 10 total segments out of 13 possible. Fig
ure 15(a) shows the fraction of segments which are good as 
a function of superlayer number, whereas Fig. 15(b) t.hows 
the same distribution for the fraction of segments which 
are either good or OK. Typically 30-50% of segments were 
good in the inner superlayers, increasing to almost 80% for 
the outer superlayers. When OK segments are counted as 
well, 50-60% of segments are accepted for inner superlay
ers and over 80% for outer superlayers. Segments were 
most likely to be lost in the superlaycrs at 70-90 cm, as 
noted in the previous Section for hits lost. 

3.4 Future Work 

We are planning to continue our tracking simulation 
studies using the software we have developed. Future work 
will include. 

1. Continued studies of pattern recognition and track 
finding along the lines described in previous Sections, 
including linking the segments to form tracks. 
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2. Simulation of small-angle stereo wires and cathode 
strips for reconstruction of the direction along the 
wires. Stereo segments can then be found in tin-
Bame manner as axial spgments, and the stereo seg
ments can be linked to axial segments to form tracks. 
At this point we will be ablr to study liuw nitirli nd 



ditional information from cathode strips is needed in order 
to link the stereo hits. 

3. A more realistic (imulatioD of electron drift in imall-
cell or straw tube drift chambers is needed, including 
the effects of E x B. For the study described here 
we have used only the geometric distance of closest 
approach. 

4. Conceptual design and simulation of intermediate 
tracking,7' (1.2 < |n| < 2.5) as described briefly in 
Section 2.3. 

5. Tracking studies for different physics processes, such 
as new heavy fermions, supersymmetric particles, 
and higb-pr two-jet events. 

6. Vary tracking system parameters such as cell radius 
to determine the effects on pattern recognition and 
tracking efficiency. 

7. Begin to develop a realistic design for a tracking sys
tem for a complete SSC detector, including other de
tector components. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that an SSC tracking system design 
based on a pattern recognition strategy of finding track 
segments in superlayers appears to provide a powerful 
means of finding tracks in complex SSC events, even in an 
environment of multiple events from several bunch cross
ings. So far, detailed simulations have verified the con
cepts developed over several years for SSC tracking detec
tors. Although a great deal of work remains to be done, 
we are hopeful that an SSC tracking system based on con
ventional wire chambers will enable us to explore the new 
physics which awaits us in the SSC regime. 

As an example of an existing tracking detector based 
on track segment finding, we show in Fig. 16(a) a Monte 
Carlo simulation of a multihadronic 2° decay in the Mark 
II central drift chamber.16' Figure 16(b) shows a real SLC 
background event superimposed on the Z" event. The 
background event has an occupancy of ~ 50%. Also shown 
in Figs. 16(a) and (b) are the tracks found by the stan
dard Mark II pattern recognition and track fitting pro
grams. Even in the pretence of the very high background 
occupancy, the original tracks can be found with reason
ably high precision. The Mark II detector would not take 
data under these circumstances because other parts of the 
detector, in particular, the calorimeters and time-of-flight 
scintillation COL. ters, cannot operate with such high back
grounds. The SLC backgrounds originate from a much 
different source than SSC backgrounds, namely Uils or 
the beam scraping various apertures. The Mark II central 
drift chamber, which is a wide cell jet chamber, would col 
be able to operate in the SSC environment. Nevertheless, 
this example stunts the power of track segment finding in 
a high background situation. Another point which can be 

Fig. J6. (a) Monte Carlo simulation of a multthadromc 
Z° decay in the Mark II central drift chamber, (b) Real 
background event from the SLC superimposed on the Z 0 

event. The background event has ~ 50% occupancy. Also 
shown in (a) and (b) are the tracks found by the standard 
Mark II pattern recognition and track fitting programs. 

made is that very high energy e + e~ linear colliders which 
can probe physics in the same energy region as thr SSC' 
will be even more susceptible to backgrounds of the SLC 
type. Although the interactions themselves may be much 
cleaner than at the SSC, the backgrounds have the poten
tial of being much worse. In either the SSC environment 
or at high-energy c + e~ linear colliders a tracking system 
based on track segment finding has the best capability of 
surviving and yielding tracks in high background situa
tions. 
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